Authoritative independent
advice and comment
Subscription members will have access to
CCP through tailored discussion events

Subscription Membership
Benefits


Supporting independent research

aimed at providing comments and
insights on specific issues of topical
interest to the subscriber (excluding
cases before the authorities). Members
can also access CCP expertise through



Acknowledgement of your support
on CCP’s Working Papers, website,
and other publicity material



One half-day personalised
workshop/discussion event per year
(in Norwich)

the option to commission specific
published research.



Up to two meetings per year with
CCP’s Director (in Norwich/London)
OR a second half-day workshop
event (in London)

CCP and its academic members have
advised BEIS, CAA, CMA, DG
Competition, DG Enterprise, FCA, HMT,
Monitor, NIAUR, Ofgem, OFT, Ofwat and
ORR, and provided commissioned
research to OFT, Ofcom, Ofwat, Ofgem,
World Bank (among others)






Setting the future research agenda

Two free places at CCP’s Annual
Conference
Priority consideration for
participation in training, workshops
and other events with limited
numbers
First refusal on all sponsorship
opportunities such as the Annual
Conference and the Research
Bulletin

Subscription members will have the
opportunity to identify pressing issues in
individual meetings with senior CCP
academics. Your input will be fully

Annual subscription

£6,000

acknowledged in our published work

3-year subscription

£15,000

Subscription rates

Access to policy-formers and
decision-makers
CCP organises events at UEA and in
London designed for practitioners and
academics
Where numbers are limited, subscription
members will have priority consideration
in the allocation of places

Raise the profile of your support
for independent research
Associate your name with CCP events
and publications

Education and training
CCP offers both bespoke internal training
and joint training with other organisations
for members’ clients

CCP has extensive experience in training
which blends economics, law and political
science, and which communicates directly
to non-specialists without compromising
content
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For details of members’ expertise visit:
http://competitionpolicy.ac.uk/people

CCP is a centre of excellence which, from
2004-2014, was funded through a grant
from the Economic and Social Research
Council. It is a leading independent,
interdisciplinary, policy focused research
centre, exploring competition policy and
regulation from the perspective of
economics, law, business and political
science.
CCP produces research and
commentaries on issues of real-world
policy relevance without compromising
academic rigour.
CCP has close links with, but is
independent of, regulatory authorities
and other public bodies, including the
Competition and Markets Authority, UK
regulators, the European Commission,
OECD, UNCTAD and the World Bank, as
well as private sector practitioners. CCP
is a member of several international
competition policy research networks.
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